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N. J. DawoodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s masterful translation of The Koran Ã‚Â in a fully revised editionThe Koran

is universally accepted by Muslims to be the infallible word of God as first revealed to the prophet

Muhammad by the angel Gabriel nearly fourteen hundred years ago. Its 114 chapters recount the

narratives and rules of conduct central to Islamic belief, and together they form one of the

worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most influential prophetic works and a literary masterpiece in its own right. This

newly revised edition of N. J. DawoodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s classic translation is also available in a larger

edition with the original Arabic in parallel text.For more than sixty-five years, Penguin has been the

leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,500Ã‚Â titles,

Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across

genres and disciplines. Readers trust theÃ‚Â series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by

introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as

up-to-dateÃ‚Â translations by award-winning translators.
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Across the language barrier Dawood captures the thunder and poetry of the original * The Times *

Text: English, Arabic (translation) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.



2nd copy purchases! Bought both at . In these tumultuous times, this should be read in order to

have a broader knowledge base. In concert with 'The Children of Abraham', excellent reading. Make

no mistake, I am a Christian who is not afraid of opposing beliefs.

This is an easy to use translation.

An excellent translation. Recommended to me by a University professor who teaches about Islam.

received promptly. good reference.

gift for my son

It's a far better translation than some I've looked at. I was able to get through the entire book,

despite th repetition.

A good translation of the Qu'ran- or so I'm told by someone who can read the Qu'ran in Arabic.

Easier to read than another translation I tried.

I'm told by those who know that this is one of the better translations of the Koran available in

English. It is best used together with a commentary since the Koran contains many cultural

references that non-believers will not know about and single ideas are not written about in one

place. The reader must have a navigation aide to tease out the Koranic teachings on any single

subject.
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